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‘national rape day’ warnings circulate on tiktok
Coalition budget delivers $30bn in tax breaks and money for fossil fuel projects but no measures to help struggling universities or clean energy. Follow latest updates

runaway wives urban crimes and
Tonja “The Shoe Lady” Ayers pens an intriguing story about adultery, political scandal and living on the down low in “Low Down,” her ninth and most shocking book.
True to her straight-no-chaser-style,

budget 2021 reaction: labor challenges coalition on covid vaccine rollout and wages growth – australia politics live updates
Disney+ Hotstar is launching a series of short-format titles called ‘Quix’ that will provide easy viewing entertainment, ranging across genres such as crime MIL but his
wife has left

bestselling author, tonja ‘the shoe lady ayers’ returns with ‘low down,’ a scandalous crime drama filled with lust, lies, betrayal and deceit
From Pratik Gandhi's Gujarati web series Vitthal Teedi to Neena Kulkarni's movie Photo Prem, here's what you can stream today.

disney+ hotstar launches ‘quix’, a lineup of short-form titles starring mandira bedi, shreyas talpade among others
As much as Bill and Melinda Gates might want to keep their pending divorce private, the split between the billionaire co-founders of the world’s largest private
foundation is sure to have very

what to watch on may 7: vitthal teedi, jupiter’s legacy and kavalthurai ungal nanban among others
Sergeants Benevolent Association president Ed Mullins claims New York's police reform package has done nothing but kneecap police and increase violent crime to
levels not seen since the early 1990s.

bill and melinda gates divorce could shake up philanthropy
William Brent Bell’s Separation is confounding. A puzzling pastiche of better horror movies, Separation has the unenviable task of being the first wide-release genre
feature available in most markets

nypd union boss blames bill de blasio and police reform laws for new york city's downfall
Two runaway suspects wanted over the murder of Detective Garda Adrian Donohoe are making millions in America. The pair have built up a massive roadworks
business in the Boston area and hire out winter

separation review–puppets and divorce merge in awkward horror movie
The Wire is known as one of HBO’s most iconic TV shows, a crime drama that earned millions references and realistic depiction of life in urban communities — and for
many of the actors

two runaway suspects wanted over murder of detective garda adrian donohoe making millions in america
The images in Amazon’s “The Underground Railroad” will remain in my mind’s eye and, I believe, the collective unconscious of all who see them long after the final
credits roll.

dominic west didn’t expect ‘the wire’ to last more than 1 season
Eugene Izzi’s unpublished manuscript described a death almost exactly as his own. Did the writer predict his own demise, or was this all an elaborate, attention-getting
ruse?

amazon’s ‘the underground railroad’ offers an epic, illuminating journey through slavery and beyond | commentary
Monday night's episode of 'America's Most Wanted Overtime' featured runaway Bob Tang in a lethal love triangle when he discovered his wife and his best friend, San
Francisco-based Uber

the crime novelist who wrote his own death scene
Mr. Naisbitt wrote several sequels to “Megatrends” with his second and third wives, among them clipping stories about urban protests, crime and campus unrest,
which he drew on to

murderer compared to 'dexter' remains at large after dismembering uber driver who had affair with wife
ICIJ’s Cairo-based investigative reporter Maggie Michael talks about the challenges of unearthing secrets and atrocities in a region where threats to press freedom
abound.

john naisbitt, business guru and author of ‘megatrends,’ dies at 92
Keith Urban's trip the Watch John Legend Compare Wife Chrissy Teigen to Simone Biles in Swoonworthy Clip Teen Wolf's Arden Cho Opens Up About Being a Hate
Crime Survivor How Meghan Markle's

covering corruption, coups, and war crimes in the middle east
Larry Lee Smith has served time in three states for attacks on young women. Authorities think he also killed a Knoxville girl in 1987, but he's never been charged.

keith urban shares the "craziest" story behind his collaboration with taylor swift
JB ‘killers’ trial: Court threatens in-camera hearing over inaccurate reportage

appalachian unsolved: the predator and the high school student
The director Joshua Zeman follows another journalist into the Son of Sam story but leaves their friendship out.
“the sons of sam,” reviewed: a netflix docuseries confronts a true-crime legend
Mariame Kaba, a New York City-based activist and organizer, is at the center of an effort to “build up another world.”

crime news from ghana
Urban densification, crime, and homelessness are broad social to reduce fuel loads could also reduce the risk of runaway fires. This is currently impeded by very riskaverse wildfire

the emerging movement for police and prison abolition
A new police boss has pledged to pull out all the stops to combat the growing tide of online crime. Andy Dunbobbin North Wales Police and Crime Commissioner
pictured with Chief Constable Carl Foulkes

the table mountain fire: what we can learn from the main drivers of wildfires
Hundreds of Native people and their allies marched through in California's capital to bring awareness to the epidemic of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women.
people’s world: native people march for missing and murdered loved ones
While the world was celebrating the counterculture movement in San Francisco, violent crime, sex work the mansion was granted to Glover’s ex-wife in 2003. (You
actually only need two

new police and crime commissioner for north wales vows to tackle online crime
Jake Tapper hasn’t strayed too far from his day job for a side hustle. Tapper is the lead Washington anchor for CNN, hosts the weekday news show The Lead With Jake
Tapper and co-hosts the Sunday

the most famous (and infamous) houses of haight-ashbury
And cases involving severe crimes and crimes against people (rather a California jury acquitted actor Robert Blake of killing his wife, Bonny Lee Bakley. A California
jury deliberated nine

jake tapper’s ‘the devil may dance’ partners hollywood, the mafia and politics
The economic and social policies Democrats implement are destructive and the fact that they exercise political and economic control over such a large portion of the
Black community means they command

5 things to watch as we await a verdict in the derek chauvin trial
TOP STORIES Texas man, wife survive home invader's hammer attack a spokesperson for the Cook County Circuit Court, said “busy urban courts like Chicago pose
different issues than courts

cesca: geography and public policy are strongly influencing racial inequality | commentary
I remember the first time I met you,” LaVelle Sykes tells me. “You came into Tony’s Sports one day and it was like you were famous already. And I said, ‘I’ma be friends
with this dude.’ ” That day was

backlog leaves 100s in cook county jail for more than year
Leroy Walters reported Thursday to the Robeson County Sheriff’s Office that someone stole $2,000 worth of auto parts on J Bird Gin St. Pauls.

how lavelle sykes built his urban fashion empire
North Wales' new police boss has pledged a major crackdown on online crime as he marks the first official day in his new role. Andy Dunbobbin, 46, was elected as the
North Wales Police and Crime

crime report
The far fewer incidents of looting and vandalism looped endlessly in videos on the nation’s TV screens, giving a false impression of runaway violence for some crimes
that already exist

north wales' new police boss pledges major crackdown on online crime
The situation in New Haven is similar to what’s unfolding in cities from Philadelphia to Chicago to Los Angeles, where calls have mounted during the Covid-19 crisis to
revisit many of the

editorial roundup: florida
His wife, in a desperate petition to the chief justice 78% of the healthcare in urban areas and 71% in rural areas is now handled by the private sector. The resources
that remain in the

death, taxes and ivory towers
It’s raining new venues on the Gold Coast and we’re struggling to keep up. One of the new upcoming additions to the Broadbeach scene is The Vault, a sultry whiskey
and tapas place that is hell bent on

‘we are witnessing a crime against humanity’: arundhati roy on india’s covid catastrophe
Crime Scene unit of Criminal Investigation Department was on the spot. They have collected evidence, he said. He used to live at the flat alone as his wife and only
daughter live is USA

broadbeach is getting a swanky new whiskey and tapas bar
In Bengaluru, poor preparation for the second wave has resulted in mismanagement in the allocation of beds, delays in testing, and oxygen shortage. Afshan Yasmeen,
K.V. Aditya Bharadwaj and Chitra V.

body of former ju professor tareq shamsur rahman found at uttara home
Author Craig Taylor corrals under one roof so many of the remarkable characters who populate “the city that never sleeps” in ‘New Yorkers: A City and

it hub bengaluru and its struggle for healthcare
Following a genuine rise in violent crimes targeting Asians in 2020, major media outlets such as CNN have been consistently beating the drum of “pro-Trump” antiAsian violence for months, while large

book review: stories from new york and its people that are heartwarming and harrowing
including a perceived uptick in violent crime and a drop in foot traffic. On three separate occasions over the past few months, there've been attempted break-ins at
Lake Street urban clothing

crime against asians isn’t due to white supremacy
The Senate voted on Wednesday to advance legislation that would strengthen federal efforts to address hate crimes directed at the Department of Housing and Urban
Development and worked as

chauvin verdict brings relief, hope to lake street business owners, though concerns remain
The first is whether other major productions leave Georgia after Will Smith announced that “Emancipation,” his movie about the story of a runaway slave over both
crime and dollars spent

as the senate advances a bill addressing hate crimes targeting asian-americans, biden names a liaison to the community.
This should be an issue until the Democrats are shellacked at the polls for encouraging Americans to hate each other and hate their own country. And that's the
"Angle". Joining me now Victor Davis

the jolt: no ‘domino effect’ from election bill in georgia, yet
Plot: A former military man sets out to avenge the death of his wife, killed by a biker gang artist begins to explore what he thinks is an urban legend—and reawakens an
inexplicable

anti-asian hate crime increasing, left's interest decreasing
Six months prior to the formation of the Kerner Commission, Martin Luther King Jr. sought respite from the movement in Ocho Rios, Jamaica, along with his wife
Coretta and two close friends.

our 2021 summer movie guide: superheroes, animation, horror and more
Mrs. Elskoe was a teacher, wife and mother. She also worked with the Department of Finance, the Urban Renewal Board the Community Crime Committee, Virgin
Islanders United Inc., the Democratic

the root of america’s crime problem is poverty
Joe and Jill Biden looked, well, giant in a photo recently taken with former President Jimmy Carter and former first lady Rosalyn Carter, and the internet can’t get
enough of the optical

reminiscing about the ‘queen of the bands’
Robert F. Kennedy has an uncanny connection to the 46 th President of the United States. Their links to each other demonstrate the evolution of the two men, one who
might have been President, and one

giant bidens? small carters?: photo of current and former first couples perplexes the internet
“56th Academy of Country Music Awards” (8 p.m. Sunday, CBS): Keith Urban and Mickey Guyton are Harlem” (9 p.m., Epix): Season 2 of the crime drama is set in
1964 and finds Bumpy

the connection between joe biden and robert f. kennedy
The suit points to Urban Dictionary’s definition seeks compensatory damages for Parker and his wife based on several alleged crimes, including illegal arrest,
unnecessary force, defamation

tv tonight: a ‘stone cold’ steve austin bio; kate winslet in ‘mare of easttown’
Furthermore, in the three years since the earliest post on Urban Dictionary, we have not seen any reports of an actual sexual assault crime connected Attacks Man’s
Wife’ Video Real?
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